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The great majority of studies in sensory physiology have
concentrated on the neural pathways from the peripheral
receptors that are tuned to different physical stimuli,
through the brainstem and thalamus, to the cerebral
cortex. As a result of the patterns of convergence and
divergence that exist within these ascending pathways, a
progressive analysis of sensory information takes place,
which leads to the elaboration of more sophisticated stim-
ulus requirements than those found at the periphery. This
concept of successive processing steps needs to be quali-
fied, however, in view of the presence of substantial
descending projections that accompany most levels of the
ascending pathways. For instance, in the visual system,
many more of the synapses on thalamic relay neurons
originate from the cortex than from the retina [1].
Although the descending pathways that inhibit the trans-
mission of afferent pain signals through the spinal cord
appear to have a clearly defined and useful role in influenc-
ing the perception of noxious stimuli, our understanding of
the functional significance of most of these efferent projec-
tions is in its infancy. Nevertheless, it is becoming increas-
ingly apparent that descending axons from the cortex —
corticofugal pathways — make an important contribution
to the response properties of neurons in both the midbrain
[2] and thalamus [3]. More intriguingly, recent studies in
the visual [4] and auditory systems [5] suggest that cortical
feedback can influence the way in which specific subsets
of subcortical neurons process sensory signals. These
dynamic changes in the activity of neurons in the midbrain
and thalamus have the potential to facilitate the detection
of biologically important signals and may be involved in
longer-term, use-dependent plasticity in the brain.
Compared to other sensory pathways, the central auditory
system comprises a particularly large number of sub-
cortical nuclei, which, in relaying signals from the cochlea
to the cortex, begin the extraction and analysis of biologi-
cally important information [6]. Equally impressive is the
extensive series of regional feedback projections, which
are found at nearly every level of the pathway (Fig. 1).
Some centres are connected only by ascending or descen-
ding pathways, whereas others contribute to reciprocal
circuits that tend to be topographically organized [7].
Efferent neurons originating in the superior olivary
complex in the brainstem project to the organ of Corti in
the cochlea, where they exert a frequency-dependent
inhibitory influence on auditory transmission. This is
achieved by modifying the voltage-dependent motility of
the outer hair cells, which, in turn, alters the sensitivity
and frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane [8].
Several roles have been suggested for this reflex pathway,
including protecting the ear from intense sounds, mediat-
ing selective attention, extending the dynamic range of
auditory nerve fibres, and improving sound detection in
the presence of masking noise [9].
The functional significance of descending activity at
higher levels of the auditory pathway is less well under-
stood. Electrophysiological studies have shown that some
of these efferent projections are excitatory, whereas others
have inhibitory influences on the target neurons [7]. Such
effects will presumably regulate the flow of ascending
signals during normal hearing. Several of the descending
Figure 1
The principal ascending and descending auditory pathways associated
with the cochlea on one side of the body. The major auditory centres
actually consist of a number of anatomically and functionally distinct
subdivisions. Many of the arrows therefore represent several parallel
pathways interconnecting different regions within these centres. This
simplified view of the auditory system also ignores other smaller
projections.
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pathways originate in the cortex and terminate on auditory
targets in the thalamus [7,10], midbrain [7] and even the
first stages of central auditory processing in the brainstem
[11]. This raises the possibility that, rather than being the
pinnacle of processing within a strictly hierarchical
sequence, the cortex may make an active contribution to
processing at lower levels of the brain. 
An insight into the role of corticofugal pathways in the
auditory system has come from a recent study by Yan and
Suga [5] on the Jamaican mustached bat. This animal
emits ultrasonic echolocation pulses, which help it to
orientate when flying. These pulses consist of a constant-
frequency component, followed by a shorter, frequency-
modulated (FM) sweep. Echoes of these vocalizations are
produced by objects in the bat’s flight path. The delay
between the emitted pulse and the returning echo
conveys information about target range, whereas changes
in the spectral composition of the echo provide clues to
relative target velocity and surface structure. Neurons in
different auditory cortical fields show enhanced responses
to pairs of sounds that mimic different components of the
pulse and echo. The tuning of these neurons to particular
pulse–echo combinations varies systematically in different
cortical fields to form several functionally distinct maps
within the cortex [12].
The FM–FM or range-finding area of the mustached bat’s
cortex contains neurons that encode the delay between
the FM components of the emitted pulse and its returning
echo [12]. The preferred pulse–echo interval, or best
delay, varies systematically with recording site, so that
corresponding target distances are mapped across the
cortex. Delay-tuned neurons are also found in the medial
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus [13] and in the inferior
colliculus of the midbrain [14]. 
Yan and Suga [5] have investigated the possible influence
of descending cortical inputs on midbrain processing by
examining the effects of either electrical stimulation or
inactivation of cortical FM–FM neurons on the responses
of inferior colliculus (IC) neurons to pulse–echo stimuli.
Focal activation of the cortex increased the responses to
paired stimuli of IC neurons that had the same best delays
as the cortical neurons recorded at the site of the stimulat-
ing electrode. Moreover, this increase in responsiveness
was largely restricted to the optimal echo delay, so that the
neurons maintained the same best delay and exhibited
sharper delay tuning (Fig. 2). On the other hand, cortical
stimulation reduced the responses of most of the IC
neurons that were tuned to different pulse–echo intervals
and altered their best delays.
Focal inactivation of cortical FM–FM neurons with local
anaesthetic had the opposite effect to electrical stimula-
tion. IC neurons with matched best delays responded less
well and their delay tuning curves broadened (Fig. 2).
Conversely, neurons in the IC whose best delays differed
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(a) View of the brain of the mustached bat from the left side. The
FM–FM or range-finding cortical field is located slightly dorsal and
anterior to the primary auditory cortex (AI). The FM–FM area has
reciprocal ascending and descending connections with the medial
geniculate nucleus (MGN) in the thalamus. It also sends a descending
projection to the inferior colliculus (IC) in the midbrain, which, in turn,
projects up to the MGN. (b) Schematic response of a neuron in the IC
to pairs of FM sounds simulating the FM components of the bat’s
biosonar pulse and its echo. The response varies with echo delay.
Electrical stimulation of cortical neurons with matched best delays
increases the response of the IC neuron and sharpens its delay tuning,
whereas cortical inactivation by injection of local anaesthetic has the
opposite effect.
from those recorded at the cortical injection site showed a
mixture of response enhancement and depression and a
shift in their preferred echo delays. 
These findings led Yan and Suga [5] to conclude that, in
the absence of cortical inputs, IC neurons exhibit poorer
tuning for echo delay. They proposed that the cortical
neurons provide positive feedback to IC neurons with
matching response selectivity, and have a more wide-
spread inhibitory influence on neurons tuned to other
delays. Although this study was restricted to FM–FM
neurons, it seems likely that other response properties in
the midbrain (or thalamus) are affected in similar ways.
Indeed, Jen et al. [15] recently reported that electrical
stimulation of the cortex can alter the response-level
functions and both the frequency and spatial tuning of
neurons in the IC of the big brown bat. 
Echolocating bats offer the great advantage of being able
to define a limited series of relatively simple, biologically
relevant stimuli, and a great deal is now known about the
functional organization of the auditory cortex in these
animals. Consequently, they may provide one of the best
opportunities for identifying the role of corticofugal path-
ways. Because echolocating bats are highly adapted for
processing biosonar signals, one has to be wary about
extrapolating too far to other mammals. Nevertheless,
cooling the primary auditory cortex in the cat changes the
frequency tuning of medial geniculate neurons, which was
also interpreted as indicating a possible role for cortical
efferents in the selective filtering of information in the
auditory thalamus [16]. Cooling experiments also suggest
that the capacity of multisensory neurons in the cat
superior colliculus to integrate different sensory inputs
and to use this information to guide orienting movements
may be under the influence of tonic cortical feedback [2].
Although studies employing stimulating electrodes or
methods for blocking neural activity can reveal the influ-
ence of areas of the brain on their target neurons, a prefer-
able approach would be to record simultaneously the
activity of neurons in both regions under natural stimulus
conditions. In an earlier study in which this technique was
employed, Sillito et al. [4] showed that elongated visual
stimuli, which will activate groups of orientation-selective
visual cortical neurons, can induce synchronized firing in
thalamic relay neurons whose receptive fields fall within
the outline of the contour. This selective synchronization,
which was not observed in the absence of feedback from
the visual cortex, may increase the salience of particular
targets. 
The corticofugal projections, which would need to be
relatively fast conducting, therefore provide a flexible and
dynamic way of changing the effectiveness of subcortical
activity as the stimulus changes. Correlated discharges
between pairs of auditory neurons have been recorded in
the cortex [17] and in the midbrain [18], and provide an
alternative means of encoding sensory information to the
action potential firing rate of individual neurons [19]. It
therefore seems likely that corticofugal circuits in the
auditory system may also synchronize activity between
neurons converging on the same cortical target.
Descending projections are thought to contribute to the
changes in activity of neurons in the olfactory bulb that
accompany postnatal olfactory conditioning and selective
recognition of newborn lambs [20]. There is now extensive
evidence that the response properties of individual
neurons and the maps which they form within the auditory
and somatosensory cortices can be modified in adult
animals according to the behavioural significance of partic-
ular stimuli [21]. By altering the spatiotemporal distri-
bution of subcortical activity in ways that enhance the
responses and tuning of neurons to frequently encoun-
tered stimuli, corticofugal feedback loops could potentially
contribute to the consolidation of these learning-induced
changes in the brain and to improvements in detection and
discrimination tasks.
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